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Section 4 where the two particle model is used to derive a criterion for 'Landau 
damping* the instability. In Section 5 we torn pulae to pube changes or jitter. 
Tela doe* not change the emtttaimo of the beam, strictly speaking, but racier 
has the effect of caving the beams to mfaa each other at the interaction point. 
Various pcesible sources of jitter ere coasideied. Finally in the bet section we 
apply the results to a apeciEc example. 

2. THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The equation* of motion for the transverse displacement of a particle in a 
constant magnetic field are given by 

where K(s) is the focusing function, AB is the bending field on the design orbit 
including all errors and corrections, j>o is the design momentum, and p is the 
momentum of the particle. In (2.1) the variation of the momentum due to accel
eration baa been neglected. This can be taken into account by adiabatic damping 
and will be included when relevant. It is convenient to define 

* = ̂  (tj) 

which is & measure of the deviation of the momentum from the design momentum. 
With this change Eq. (2.1) becomes 

aC + JfW(l-*)«=^~i, (2.3) 

where p(a) fa the actual instantaneous bending on the design orbit for a particle 
of the design momentum includv î rore and corrections. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper wc discuss various beam dynamics banes (or linear col
liders. The emphasis is to explore beam dynamics effects which lead to an 
effective dilution of the emittance of the beam and thus to a loss of luminos
ity. These considerations Wad to various tolerances which are evaluated fin 
a particular parameter set. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we study the beam dynamics issues relevant to the preserva
tion of the effective emittance or luminosity of a linear collider. It is convenient 
to divide the accelerator into several discrete sections. First we have a damp
ing ring for the production of the transverse and longitudinal emittance at the 
appropriate intensity. The bunch then must be prepared for injection into the 
main linac with at least two bunch rotations and a pre-acceleration at some sub-
harmonic of the tinac frequency. Next comes acceleration by the main linac, and 
finally the final focus to focus the beams to a small spot for collision. In this 
paper the fociis is entirely on the main linac. All of (he other sub-systems have 
similar beam dynamics problems but these will not be discussed here. 

In the firet section the equations of motion are introduced along with the 
smooth approximation. In Section 3 we discuss the chromatic effects on the 
central trajectory. We examine the effect of coherent betatron oscillations is 
the absence of wakefields and also look at the effects of misaligned quadrupoles 
and trajectory errors. Transverse wakcSelds and beam break-up are discussed in 

•) Work mtpportal by Department of Energy, contract DE-ACD3-T6SF00515. 

Presented at the Workshop on New Developments in Particle Accelerator Techniques, 
Orsay, France, June 29-July 4,1987 



For the solution to the homogeneous equation it is sometimes useful to in
troduce a beta function for the linear accelerator in analogy to the beta function 
for a circular accelerator. However, in this case the beta function is determined 
by the initial conditions rather than the requirement of periodicity. This leads to 
questions of matching and for an ill defined source can lead to some ambiguity. 
But in the case of a linear accelerator with a damping ring injector, the beta 
function in the linear accelerator b uniquely defined by the periodic lattice pa
rameters {0 and /?') of the damping ring at the extraction point. More precisely, 
the beta function is uniquely defined by the magnetic elements in the damping 
ring and linear accelerator independent or the beam being transported. 

In the approximation of linear magnetic focusing and 6=0, there is in 
principle no emittanee dilution; however, if there are mismatches in the linear 
optics which are outside the range of correction elements, this can lead to an 
effective increase in the eventual spot size at the final focus. In addition, if the 
magnetic elements vary in position or field from pulse to pulse, then this causes 
the central trajectory to vary from pulse to pulse and thus causes an effective 
increase in the enuttance. The effects of this jitter will be treated in Section 5. 

For the case of nonzero S it is useful to deviate slightly from the standard 
practice of defining a dispersion function D{s). In this case we simply split the 
motion as before except that XQ and zp satisfy 

*g+ *(»)(! - * )x j , = 0 . 

Thus, the central trajectory has a chromatic dependence (as does the betatron os
cillation about that orbit). In the next section wc examine the effective emittance 
dilation from these chromatic effects. 
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The solution of Eq. (2.?) contains all the information necessary to evaluate 
the effects of errors and their corrections on the effective emittance of the beam 
in the absence of transverse wakefields-

To motivate the analysis and to make a connection with the standard ap
proach consider the case when * = 0. In this case the solution of Eq. (2.3) 
is usually split into two parte, a solution of the inhoiuogeneoua equation plus a 
solution of the homogeneous equation as follows: 

x = xpi*) + xo[s) (2.4) 

where xp and JO satisfy 

P{>) (2.5) 
x"p + K{a)x0 = 0 . 

In u storage ring x 0 is the closed orbit and is uniquely defined by the requirement 
that it be periodic. The betatron oscillation, x/j, is centered on the closed orbit. 
The rms omittance t of the beam of particles is related to the betatron amplitude 

hy 

Wi»s4=/»W' 12.8) 

where £(s), the Courant-Snyder amplitude function, is a periodic function of a 
since the particle encounters the magnetic lattice periodically as it circulates in 
the storage ring. 

In the case of a linac one can once again split the solution of Eq. (2.3) into 
the two parts shown in Eq. (2.5). In this case the solution of the inbomogeneous 
equation is uniquely specified by the initial position and slope rather than the 
requirement of periodicity. For this reason we refer to this aa the central tra
jectory. However, if the beam is extracted from a damping ring then the initial 
conditions for the central trajectory are determined from the value of the cloved 
orbit in the damping ring at the extraction point. 
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To understand the banc mechanism of the dilution of eraitUnce due to the 
chromatic central trajectory, it b useful to study this simplified model somewhat. 
To do thb consider three test stkes of the beam in momentum at 5 * 0 , -c$t c$. 
In the absence of chromatic effects the central trajectory is simply a coherent 
betatron osrfllatioD. In the presence of energy spread the different slices hi mo-
mentom •lowly get out of phase since the tiajeidories oscillate at (tightly different 
frequencfe*. Consider the three slices mentioned above at a distance down the 
BUM given by 

, = *, + ^ . (U) 

In this ease the slices at ±ot have moved TJT/2 hi phase, and thus if the initial 
orbit ilia Is larger than the beam si»», the beam emittance is greatly diluted. 

Before gobg any further; it Is possible specify a tolerance condition on an 
uncorrected betatron oscillation of the central trajectory. If the chromatic varia
tion of th* phase advance of the beam to greater than or the order of unity, then 
the peak of an uncorrected betatron oscillation, £D, must be locally smaller than 
the beam BIH to avoid emittance dilution. Generally, 

L. 
B t I m 

then io <c op 
M 

h the case of a email chromatic effect we can estimate the tolerance to first 
order in f by using Ecj. (3.4). The chromatic part of the orbit is then given by 

Xi(S) • Xi(0) = Ofj - 3i)i6k(s - *,)cos*(* *,) . (3.7) 

At the end of the iinae th» effect swat be small compared to the beam ao* 
to avoid dilution of the effective emittance. This leads to the tolerance for an 
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3. CHROMATIC EFFECTS 

The chromatic effect on the betatron osHltetlone, tin i 
tioa, n rather email in the finac. Far that season we treat only the equation 
for the central trajectory in Uw eectina. To atady ttw cftaonntk etecte on the 
central trajectory H is Bsefal to oaaoota the sscanaMj •gates* while keeping the 
discrete nattte of the bending errors and corrections. ThoBi Eq. (2.7) b replaced 

by 

«S + * B ( 1 - * ) » I 0 = ^ (3,1) 

where k it the betatron wave number and is related to the average beta functiOQ 

by 

* - J • (MO 

3.1 THE CHROMATIC EFFECT OF A COHERENT BETATRON OSCILLA

TION 

The solution of Eq. (3.1) leads to a chromatic central trajectory. Part!eIn 
of different momentum travel on different orbits down the linac. As we shall 
tee most or the chromatic dilution of the emittance comet from the variation of 
the betatron phase advance with momentum rather than from the spectrometer 
affect of the bending fields an the design orbit. To see this consider the effect of 
one single misplaced quadrupole (or some other localised bending field). For this 
single kick the bending radius is given by 

iff"**"*' M 

where <(«) is the Dirac delta function. V we aesoine an aapertmhod trajectory 
upstream of the kick, then the solution jf Eq. (3.1) ir given by 

x. = 9[s - e.Jjp^j™I*U - ')(• " «.)] - fM) 

where B(s) fa the step fanction. 



To achieve this apparently zero orbit, it was necessary to use 3 correctors, 
one at the bad BPM and the two adjacent to it. A particle with the nominal 
beam energy has a zero orbit for the rest of the linac; however, an off momentum 
particle has an orbit given to first order in 6 by 

xf~x(6)~x(fl) = (&x)$6sin{ka[l~6)- ^/2), ks > $ (3.9) 

where Ax is the BPM placement error and 0 is the phase advance for one cell. 

Thus, off-momentum particles follow a non-zero trajectory which can lead 
to emittance dilution. To estimate the effect for a linac, consider a random 
sequence of misplaced BPM'B and their associated orbit bumps and chromatic 
residuals. This leads to an orbit which because of the correlations does not grow 
with s. However, the chromatic effecto do not cancel and so yield a net -chromatic 
beam size. The orbit for an off momentum particle is given by 

xi = ^ ] ( A i ) ^ sin(Jfc(a - Si)(\ -6)~ ^ / 2 ) 6 ( J - s, - 0/ifc) (3.10) 

where Nq is the number of quadrapolcs in the lattice. The square of the beam 
size is given by 

N 
x} = YlAxi&Xj$36*sisj&{* ~»i- ^ /2)6(* - Sj - t/>/k) (3.11) 

* j 

where 5< stands for 

sin(*{* - «,-)(! -S)- */2) • (3-12) 

Now consider an ensemble average over an uncorrected sequence of Ax,-'a. 
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uncorrected betatron oscillation for weak chromatic effects: 

L 

ff *fm<u 

(3.8) 

then *, < *gjM 

where i/1 is the phase advance per celt, Nq is the number of quadrupoles in the 
linac, and op (L) is the beam size at the end of the liaac. In this case the chromatic 
tolerance has been weakened. In addition, since by assumption the effect is small 
and therefore linear in 6, it can be measured and possibly corrected. 

3.2 TKS CHROMATIC EPPBTCT OP A CORRECTED ORBIT 

Now we would like to calculate the effect of a set of random misalignments of 
quadrupoles which, however, have been corrected BO that the beam orbit is within 
some tolerance. It is Important to emphasize that these are fixed misalignment 
errors corrected by fixed correctors. The case of pulse to pulse alignment jitter, 
which cannot be corrected by fixed corrector settings, will be discussed in Section 
5. 

A distinguishing characteristic of the corrected orbit is that it does not 
grow as we proceed down the linac because correctors are used to suppress the 
growth. This is not true of an uncorrected random alignment error which yields 
an ever growing orbit. The key difference here is that the errors and correctors 
are correlated. 

To model this effect, consider fust the following problem- Consider a 
model linac (no acceleration) in which quadrupoles have a beam position mon
itor (BPM) in them and a corrector rjupcrimposed. In one quadrupole, let the 
BPM be misplaced relative to the quad center, and let all the quads be aligned 
perfectly. Steer the beam to zero the measured orbit. The perceived orbit is then 
a straight line; however, the actual orbit baa a bump in it at the location of the 
misplaced BPM. 



4. THE TRANSVERSE WAKEFIELD AND BEAM BREAK-UP1 

4,1 T U B TRANSVERSE WAKE 

Consider two particles towelling down a linac structure. II the leading 
particle is offset transversely* >t induces a deflecting field behind it. This deflecting 
force is characterized by the transverse wakeEeld, the value of which depends 
upon the longitudinal distance behind the first prxticle. The typical shape is 
shown in Ref. 1 and consists of an initial rise from zero followed by oscillations. 
The kick felt by the trailing particle is given by 

•W E ( 4 > l ) 

where Q is the charge of particle I, i i is the offset of particle \, z? m the longi
tudinal separation of the two particles, and E is the energy. 

To scale the effect for different wavelengths, note that if we scale all dimen
sions 

W - W° (^\ (4.2) 

However, due to the shape of the longitudinal wake, the wakefleld also depends 
sensitively an the separation of the two particles or more precisely on the length 
of the bunch being studied. Frequently, over a limited range, this dependence 
is approximated by a linear variation in the longitudinal separation or bunch 
length. 

This decrease in the transverse wake for small distances can be exploited. 
If we scale to shorter wavelengths, the increase in transverse wakefield can be 
partially offset by a decrease ut the hooch. kagA (beyond simple scaKog). 

Aaotfaer method far decreasing: the bassmse wake consists of opening tbe 
Kin boles i» the Esse atnscUM. The wskrieM at «hort dfat—ce behjwd the 
htname; partide b domnatod by the dosest piece ofvetaL The ahort wake is 



In this case only terms with i = j in the sum contribute; which yields 

{*}) = ^(A* 2 )V 3 < a »«n s (*(* - *)(1 - 6) - */2)6<« - 4 - tf/2) (3.13) 

Replacing the sum with an integral, we obtain 

[xf)rmt = {Ax)?m,tl>6 yj~ . (3.14) 

For the particular model chosen (Az) r t n a b the rms BPM misalignment; however, 
it could have been either th«> quadrupole placement error or the rms error in the 
position measurement. 

To specify a tolerance, we require that this effect be small compared to the 
beam size at the end of the linac, &fi(L). Tbia yields a tolerance on A i m , given 
by 

Comparing with Eq. (3.8) the effect of a sequence of random corrected errors 
leads to a smaller dilution of the emittance than an uncorrected betatron oscil
lation and thus to much weaker orbit tolerances. Equation (3.15) is modified 
only slightly if adiabatic damping and taper of the beta function with energy is 
included. These effects are included in Section 5. 
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£ denned by 

£ - « ¥ - < • • f«> 
For typical lattices £ is close to - 1 , and thus the smooth approximation is not 
too bad. 

It ia also possible to vary the focusing function along the bunch by the use 
of RF focusing. Thb decouples the focusing Geld from the energy spread but 
couples it to position within the bunch. 

Now let us consider the solution of Eq. (4.5) in which both particles have 
the same initial offset, £. For small Ak/k, the solution for the difference between 
the transverse positions is given by 

*4-.,W-.(»-££)'-.(^)-<M* ,„, 
To study Eq. (4.8) it b useful to consider 3 different cases: 

Case 1 . AJt = 0 

In this case the difference grows linearly 

This yields an amplification factor given by 

XJ - xi _ e*NWs 
x ~ 4Ek (4.10) 

The linear growth ia simply due to a linear oscillation driven on resonance. In 
an actual beam, the growth of the tail of the beam is much faster and has been 
calculated in Ref. 2. 

Case 3. Afc / 0 Afc very small. 
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independent of the distance to the outer wall of tin cavity. That ia, if a is tbft 
iris site in the liitac, then 

Wi*«\) = W"(z«X)(±\ (44) 

©a* mast balance the transverse benefit of increasing the his aba with the 
increased rf power necessary to drive the structure. 

4.2 TRANSVERSE BEAM BREAK-UP 

To see the effects of the transverse wake, let us consider a two*partkl* 
model. We place 1/2 of the charge in the bunch into each macro-partiele Wld 
separate the particles by a distance t which should be set to about 2o* when 
comparing to actual bunch distributions. The distance between the particles Is 
fixed since they both travel at c, the speed of light; therefore, the Wakefield at 
the trailing particle is fixed. The equations of motion for the two particles Is the 
presence of the external focusing system are 

4 + klx,=0 (4.4) 

where N is the total number of particles in the 2 macro particles, and ff(£) is 
the Wakefield at the second particle. 

Notice that the external focusing has once again bees smoothed as in Bc> 
2JU wad *h»s second particle feds a different focusing farce characterised by th* 
patameter A*. TAiainit^beefaBto»diiIe»enc€meiie^orfiiimfteftwrttotlie 
back Of the bunch; in tins case, Bq. 2J yields 

A * = - « . (4.6) 

More precisely, for a general lattice we need to evaJoatera average chroflaatleitr 
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5. PULSE TO PULSE CHANGES: JITTER 

In a linear collider the effective spot size can be enhanced by pulse to pulse 
changes in the central trajectory. It is obvious thai these must be kept smalt 
compared to the beam size at the final focus or else the beams would never 
collide. In fact, it ts the local beam size which sets the scale for this problem 
since the final focus de-magnifies the jitter of the spot as well as the spat itself. 
The time scale for jitter is set by the repetition rate. Slow changes which can be 
sampled well can be corrected by feedback, a technique which is used extensively 
at the SLC at SLAC. All those effects which happen too fast to be cured by 
feedback are lumped into the category ct jitter. 

5.1 INJECTION JITTER 

Let us consider the position jitter as we enter the main I'mac. Consider &n 
abrupt change of position Axo. Then to keep the head of the bunch colliding wo 
require that 

Am « op{Q). (5.J) 

when <7fl(0) is the beam size at the beginning of the lin&c. If we are using Landau 
damping to suppress the growth of the tail, then this is the final story. Otherwise 
the tail effect may be amplified with the amplification factor in Eq. (4.11). If we 
trace upstream to the source of the jitter in the injector, then it must come from 
the time variation of scire bending field leading to some variation in bending 
angle Az£. In order for this to be a small effect it must be small compared to 
local divergence of the beam, that is 

Of. course, if there are several sources of jitter, then these must he added together 
with the appropriate phases. The effect of large numbers of elements is considered 
in the next section. 
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In this case the linear growth u turned over leading to a nuxfamUD ampfi> 
ilcatkm factor of 

* * - *• U ***\~ ^ N W fa l l . 

UwRTOWthatotaata-»/At«ndthiaeiB>be»lUiiK^*henii^mMmamplkude. 

Caw 3* "Landau Damping? 

In thts case, if we examine Eq. (4.11), we m that the amplification can be 
act to zero provided that 

4MZk = ' • ( 4 ' 1 2 ) 

This yields no growth at all; In fact simulations of actual beam distribution* 
show genuine damping of the oscillation.1 This effect ia loosely referred to M 
Landau damping; however, it ia really only a cousin to Landau damping• Landau 
damping refers to the lack of growth cf coherent oscillations when there Is some 
uncorrected spread in the oscillation frequencies of the particles in the bunch, 
In this case, we see the lack of growth of a particular mode of oscillation. Since 
the bunches in a linac are quite short, it is likely that offset! occur to both 
the head and tail simultaneously. If, however, tiis head and tail were onset on 
opposite sides of the axis, this exact cancellation would not take place, although 
the amplitude is Umitcd by « factor similar to that in Eq. (4.1i). 

The lack of growth nsimpfrdiu to tcntcellathm of ftoees. TnewakefieM 
force b exactly cancelled by the addition*] focusing force for * trailing particle 
of slightly lower momentuni. It in useful to rewrite the condition for the ease of 
momentum spread: 

&HW& . . . 

In this case ex b the half spread in energy required fbx Landau danping and the 
average beta function fl has been need rather than the wamramberfc. 

is 



quadrupoleg as 

4 * « 7 1 / a (5.7) 

which yields a phase advance per cell ^hieh is constant. This scaling of the 
beta function and integrated focusLpj strengths was selected because it yields a 
Landau damping criterion which is independent of energy. The orbit in this case 
is given by 

<*) = £ *A0o [ ^ J »i»[*t»,*.))«(- - *0 (5-8) 

Let us now consider a random sequence of uncorrected movements d<. To esti
mate the effect we perform an ensemble average as in Section 2 to obtain 

VI3 

• in a j0(« ,« , ) |e(«-af) . (5.9) 

For a large number of magnets we can replace the sum by an integral to obtain 

x(L)mt = qofod^yjj . (5.10) 

The displacement at the end of the linac must be small compared to the beam 
size there. This yields a tolerance on random rnagntUto-magnet jitter given by 

The tolerance above is probably a very pessimistic one. tJ round motion is 
far from being nncorrelated from magnet to magnet. A more realistic calculation 
would start from the noise spectrum due to ground motion and Biter that with 
the response function of the magnet supports. 
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5.SS QUADRUPOLE ALIGNMENT JITTER 

IF we consider the changes due to the motion of one quadrupole, then we 
arrive at the same conclusions as in the previous section since the betatron os
cillation just propagates down the linac. Therefore, in the absence of Landau 
damping the tail is amplified according to Eq. (4.11). If we use Landau damp
ing for the tail, then the growth of the tail is controlled; however, we still must 
control the head of the bunch. 

For a general sequence of misalignments we must superimpose the betatron 
oscillation of each misalignment to obtain 

x(a) = 5 3 Vi^ifii Bin k{s - a,)©(« - st) (5.3) 

where g, ia the inverse focal length of the »'* quadrupole and 4i is the change in 
the position of the quadrupole on the present pulse. In this equation we have 
smoolhed the focusing and ignored acceleration. To include acceleration we must 
include the adiiihalir damping of the betatron oscillations and also Include the 
profile of quadrupole strengths and beta functions. For a general lattice the orbit 
due to a sequence of misalignments is 

•to - H *4|0to«*)] l / > [ ^ ] ' '«nW«,«i) J©(» " *i) (5.4) 

where* 

To be specific let us consider a lattice in which 

This scaling can be realised by scaling the length of the cell and the length of all 
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lattice as in the previous section, ? iie orbit in this case is given by 

if we now consider an uncorrelated random sequence and ensemble average as in 
the previous section, we find 

z{L)m.= {J^p/^y/N:t (5,16) 

It ia useful to write this in terms of Ap, the momentum change per section, which 
yields 

x[L)rms * ^ - — , (5.17) 

for 7/ > To- This orbit change must be . raall compared to (he beam size at 
the end of the linae which yields a tolerance on the jitter of transverse kicks in 
acceleration sections given by 

i^s-^s^iv^. (Ms) 

6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 

ia this section we evaluate the various tolerances for the example shown in 
Table 1. This example is taken from Ref. 4 which appears in these proceedings 
and is a self consistent parameter set. Rather than simply plugging in numbers, 
we will briefly discuss each tolerance and evaluate it in the case given in Table 
1. In those cases in which the beam size sets the tolerance, it is quoted for the 
vertical direction; the corresponding tolerance for the horizontal direction is a 
factor of 10 larger due to the-larger emittance. 
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s.s Jirrat OF TRANSVERSE KICKS IN ACCELERATION SBonom 

h h weft known that dao to m i w enon, an attetstatsM section m a 
linActypk^dly^VtttiiftbeamaamaBtarairattlEkk. Thee* kkfct may be due 
to coupler asymmetry, fined mhaligiimwita or symmetry atwn in contraction* 
In addition, it Jia* recently been pointed oat that field emtnioBi current* may 
also cause largo enough deflecting fields to came a problem.3 It the licks, from 
whatever aourca, are constant in tone, the orbit can emiply be corrected by dlpole 
masiirt* to thenojoiied tolerance. Bo«e«cr,iftlieUdtYa<ieoftomiwiwtonttlH, 
tide can came the bcame to warn mtWsonw way thU aaMty^QJiiadfunofecan. 

A* an example consider an amHnration section which it rotated end to 
end by a email angle a. Then the tranwerae momentiim Idek hi related to the • 
longitudinal by 

Ap x = aAp , (B.H) 

where Ap [• tho momentum gain in the section. In an actual accelerator a will 
vary from section to i«etlo» but remain fixed in time provided there ia little 
alignment Jitter. In thla cue, the transverse jitter is almost entirely due to the 
jitter In the energy gain of the acceleration section, that it 

Note that doe t» wfortmmte |mi4aii»i^«-intlfrsectamreEm to theater 
c/aojtsatityrath«rth«naidat»«wenmtwdenatian. 

Tb ceJcnleto the effect tor a random acpjtence of ttangiam Idem ire can 
fellow the prevtoua eection with only alight modifications. AetnXq, (M) the 
oritttchanm)daatlwchanmimwan»vei«e 

where JV, b the number of acceksatioa sections in the ttnac ff wo scale the 
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IlllwaboiUUwnJattls* as ^^coiielUedaiHemd above.4 Ta*NfbM» la tka 
iwaaaroaw»*iiwtyi 

6.3 CWWMOTIC STFBCT3 

Fkat iaa mad to evaluate th» sfcnutic phne advance. TJria teffrttmby 

0 

which for tht variation of the beta function in &q. (5.6) yields 

whora flf U the b* ta (Unction at the cad or the Unac. In the cut ahown In Tabti 
1 tho chromatic phaia advance b amall enough to use Eq, (3.8). Thia yluldi tht 
tolerance en an uncorrected betatron c-xillation giv«i by 

xo<.TJk>0 U p m . (M) 

t or efface la petition naa^ 
w t a m t o E v (3.l5)u>fi>d 

A*^. <C 45a, = 27pm- (6.5) 

Wfth carefal meawretiwat at the end of the finac, we may be able to control 
iha coherent oscillation effects by controlling the launch at the basinninc of the 
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- —* —— ~ ~̂"̂ "̂ ~̂ ^̂ ~~ 
Parameter Symbol V«fla* 

CeateMf-maoa**e*& E LDTeV 
Max LonuBOsiLf UP* c m - 2 w c - 1 £ » « 1.3 
Be&mstrahluiig £ loss 6 .17 
Maximum accelerating gradient & 186 MeV/M 
Linac length (excluding final focus) £ 3.4 km 
Frequency Hz 220 
Pinal spot size (vertical) (mr.) "» 1.0 
Filial spot size (horizontal) (/Jm) " j .19 
[•articles per bunch (10 l f l) AT .8 
Bunch length (mm) <** .026 
Wavelength X 17 mm 
Transverse wake potential V p C 1 m - 3 Wt{2ot) J.2xI0* 
Average 0j in linac (m) df 14 
Number or quads in linac .V, 620 
Number of acceleration sections W# 5230 
Injur lion Energy lame2 SCcV 
Normalised omittance (horizontal) L0"c m £«* 2.5 
Normalised emittance (vertical) 1Q~8 m £»y 2.& 

G.l LftNDA'i DAMPING 

This section is taken out or turn because we would like to specify the energy 
tt|>n>iut itefore the trexl section on chromatic effects. The condition for Landau 
damping fettvea&i. (4.13). fortbepwamcCenflbowiiMTablel,the«Mf«taled 
h&if ftnergy sjircad is 

*i. = 8 x H T * . (6.1) 

The beam abo has an wncondaled part due to nadaal beam *~ifin( — T g 
Spread *bd a renduai bta^tadiiial endttance from A s danniiac IIB«. Tne long!' 
tudtaat energy aprtad fcft bom Che initial teigitadhal emnlaace it btau|ked to 
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6.5 JITTER OF TRANSVERSE KICKS IN ACCELERATION SECTIONS 

Vlte evaluate the jitter In transverse momentum kick relative to the momen-
t t t m e ^ n * typical Becttw using ft*. (5.18). This yields 

&g±«L2xUr*. (5.9) 

ThJ* same tolerance evaluated for the SLG at Sl.AC is 

fe^"<6xi0-5. (6.10) 

This acts tight tolerances on section alignment and asymmetries j nduccd by asym
metric couplers or construction errors. 

7. CONCLUSION and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

Various beam dynamics issues have been treated here to introduce the 
reader to the various tolerance requirements for the main linac in a linear colliders 
This treatment has not been exhaustive, but highlights the main effects. One 
Important ekret which has not been discussed is the tolerance on align won t of 
the acceleration sections. For typical parameters this tolerance is usually much 
weaker than those presented here. The transverse kicks on the tail of the bunch 
are Landau damped. 

In addition, nothing has been said of tolerances or beam dynamics issues 
In other BUb-syBtemj. In the damping ring the requirement of small vertical 
Omittance puts tight tolerances on the vertical orbit. However, PEP at 8LAC, 
the VUV ring at BNL, and others have achieved these emittancc ratios 80 this 
aetata piausibJe. In the bunch compressors emtttance dilation due to chromatic 
ejects must be aroded. In tawfual fb iwtk^ 
tliTOaigh&extciMlestoamilcnittAisaiidaboti 
final qtadrnpoles. 

Finally, I would like to thank Kerf Bane, Alex Chao, Phil Morton, Bob 
Palmer and John Seeman for useful discussions. 
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6.3 INJECTION JITTER 

J-Voni Rq. (S.l) the jitter in position must be much less than the spot sice 

A i o * 2 * * - (8.6) 

To make much mare precise statements on injection jitter we really nerd to know 
mori! details about the injection Bystem. However, if we look up-stream to • 
possible source of jitter, we find the kicker magnet in the damping ring an an 
important candidate. To ameliorate the problem there, it is desirable that the 
kick angle be as small as possible. The jitter of the kick angle is dominated by 
power supply jitter which gives a lixed fraction of the total angular kick. The 
kick angle should be reduced until the angular jitter ta small compared to the 
beam divergence at the kicker. It is still possible to extract the beam in this 
case. If the jitter is 1 0 - 3 of the kick and we set this to be I/10 of the beam 
divergence, then we can kick the beam by lOOtr̂  if we look 7T/2 downstream in 
betatron phase. 

6 4 QUADRUPOLE ALIGNMENT JITTER 

To calculate the tolerance on quadrupole jitter we UBe Eq. (5.11). In a thin 
lens cell with a 7r/2 phase advance, the product of <JO/?Q is given by 

qofio = 2i/2 , (C.7) 

where 0a here is the average of 0mm and 0min in the cell. This yields a tolerant! 
for the example in Table 1 of 

d™ < Qmap{L) ^ .0?'«n . (6.8) 

Although this » quite small retail that this motion must occur at high frequency 
and in an uncorrelated fashion from magnet to magnet. 
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